How digital collaboration is shaping the future of Healthcare and Education
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Technology and telecommunications leaders, Cisco and Optus, have partnered with Australian universities, La Trobe University and Curtin University, to establish the National Industry Innovation Network (NIIN). The new Network serves as an important move for industry and academia to collaborate for the acceleration of Australia’s digital transformation and for long-term digital economic resilience.

NIIN’s first research initiative is a whitepaper on the potential role of digital collaboration in the future of work. The shift towards adopting collaborative technology was accelerated by COVID-19, as many organisations put in place the tools needed to enable remote collaboration.

NIIN’s research aims to provide clarity on what’s next and how to build on the digital collaboration foundation many organisations have developed.

Figure 1: NIIN whitepaper on the future of work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the role of collaborative technology in the transformation of work?</td>
<td>Desktop Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the opportunities, challenges and best practices?</td>
<td>• Reviewed information available from collaborative platform providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the recommendations for scaling and promotion of collaborative technology to enhance the future of work?</td>
<td>• Assessed research conducted by global consultancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interviewed 25 senior experts and practitioners in higher education and healthcare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This companion document synthesises major themes from NIIN’s research and provides a roadmap for Chief Information Officers (CIOs) in government, education and healthcare to build their organisations’ digital collaboration capability.
COVID-19 has impacted how we work, learn and live

COVID-19 has accelerated momentum towards digitisation. Nearly every sector has seen major changes to the way people work, learn, receive services and socialise. The fundamental changes experienced during COVID-19 will likely become the new normal.

Three areas of the public sector – central government, education and health – have been profoundly impacted by the global pandemic. Central government and acute healthcare have been at the forefront of the response to COVID-19, and education has been reimagined.

To reinforce this point, 79% of Australian higher and vocational education leaders surveyed say that COVID-19 will be looked back on as the tipping point for the future of learning and campus design.\(^1\)

Figure 2 shows major changes in government, education and health that are likely to persist.

---

### Public Sector

- Conducting government securely and virtually (e.g. Virtual parliaments)
- Transitioning most staff to remote working – perhaps for good
- Moving from analogue to digital and immersive communications
- Adapting organisational process (e.g. electronic briefings and sign-offs)

### Education

- Accelerating the shift to blended learning models
- Rapidly upskilling staff in the use of digital
- Increasing reliance on the industry partners to adjust to the new normal
- Developing new channels to engage – and share information – with students

### Health

- Creating more dynamic health spaces
- Enabling telehealth for ambulatory and inpatient settings
- Safeguarding the workforce and mitigating staff and equipment shortages
- Reimagining physical facility workflow

---

Digital collaboration has been elevated to help the public sector respond to COVID-19

Global consumption of data has been growing at 24% CAGR since 2016\(^2\) and, during COVID-19, spiked by up to 80% with the rapid shift to remote working and learning.

Demands on the internet have been different to the usual at-home use, with more upload data needed – driven by video consumption.\(^3\)

This is not a temporary phenomenon. A study by the University of Otago found 89% of those working from home during the global pandemic would like to continue doing so, at least some of the time.\(^4\)

---


Institutions are focused on what’s next and how to improve the collaboration experience

Organisations are now moving from a response to recovery mindset, focusing on what’s next and how to prepare. Many organisations have put in place ‘quick fixes’ to enable remote collaboration but have yet to grapple with what the future holds beyond the current response. One thing is clear: the role of digital has been elevated and a gulf is emerging between those that do and don’t leverage digital to drive more and better collaboration.

Now is the time to reflect on learnings from the COVID-19 response and begin reimagining what the future of digitised collaboration may look like.
The future of digitised secure collaboration is a hybrid model

The rapid development of digital collaboration is changing communication, ways of working and employee engagement. The NIIN report establishes that digitised collaboration will likely become a vital tool in helping organisations to improve cross-department teaming and improve work agility. This will allow organisations to rapidly shift the location of work according to skill availability and strengthening engagement connection between employees, customers and stakeholders.

Within government, education and healthcare, digitised collaboration may also enable the development of new services and the transformation of operating models.

Digitised collaboration in government – secure remote working

In addition to enabling staff to work from home, digital collaboration tools will enable the digitisation of services and more joined up, cross-agency collaboration. This has the potential to break down traditional organisational and geographical boundaries in the public sector and enable governments to respond to issues faster and engage more closely with citizens where they are located.

Figure 5: Collaboration in Government

Collaborating across government
Secure and scalable collaboration technology has enabled governments and officials to seamlessly collaborate across boundaries.

The Australian Senate transferred all committee meetings to virtual sessions during COVID-19

Supporting remote work from home
Remote and hybrid working is set to stay. Anticipated decreases in productivity haven’t come to fruition, and staff feedback has been positive.

“What we’ve proved is that remote working works. We haven’t seen any decrease in productivity. How we harness that going forward is the key.”
– Chrissy Chu, GM, Enterprise Enablement, Australia Post

Moving to digital and immersive communications
Agencies – particularly those with large distributed workforces – have realised the power that can come from using digital to communicate at scale.

“We have lots of way of communicating – but Cisco Webex supported us with better ways of communicating.”
– Rob Cochrane, CIO, NZ Police

Delivering citizen services via digital channels
Almost every aspect of the way we live and work has been virtualised. Government services are no different and will continually be delivered via digital channels.

The Australian Government released a National Contact Tracing App as part of its digital response to COVID-19
Digital collaboration in education – secure blended learning

More diverse paths for accessing education across working life is a common expectation of future education. Collaboration platforms will need to support interaction with individuals who have more diverse learning needs and preferences than ever before.

Integrating and building in artificial intelligence and machine learning to help people along that path, means that collaborative technology will start to become more embedded into the strategies to improve the future of learning outcomes.

At the same time, as universities strive to connect more closely with external partners and provide more experience-based learning, collaborative platforms will help education providers span institutional boundaries and connect collaborating partners.

Figure 6: Collaboration in education

Accelerating blended learning

The emergence of blended learning has coincided with demand for more flexible and hybrid models of learning – enabled by remote streaming of classes and technologies for digitising course materials.

Improving accessibility

A major trend within education systems has been improving equitable access to education opportunities. Through blended and hybrid models of learning, institutions have been able to increase their reach and support more learners – from different backgrounds – to access education opportunities.

Enhancing student experience

Students are increasingly expecting institutions to mimic their digital experiences in other parts of their lives: interactions with technology that are intuitive, rewarding and low touch.

Shifting from papers to prototypes

A greater proportion of research conducted in higher education is industry-driven. Traditional models are making way for more agile approaches that reflect how innovation is managed in industry.

What was already happening

What’s likely to happen/changing expectations

87% of education leaders believe digital experiences will determine whether students study at an institution.

89% of education leaders believe campuses will be integrated into precincts including industry.
**Digitised collaboration in health – virtualised care**

Collaborative platforms can further improve the proficiency of healthcare decision-making.

Virtual care and collaborative technology not only improve team collaboration efficiency but also enables a new model of healthcare, where data and treatment are collected and delivered to where the patient is. Collaborative platforms also make visitations to hospitals and social connections easier, which are important functions in the healthcare system.

*Figure 7: Collaboration in health*

---

**Operationalising telehealth**

Advancements in mobile technology and bandwidth have been enabling health services to be delivered remotely. Among other services, it is now possible to access provider consults and group therapy sessions by video and on-the-go.

---

**Creating dynamic hospitals**

Health infrastructure is becoming more dynamic. Existing health spaces are being made dynamic, non-health spaces are being turned into health spaces, and healthcare is being mobilised.

> “...the species that survives is the one that is able best to adapt and adjust to the changing environment”
> – Leon Megginson

---

**Putting patients at the centre of care**

While healthcare systems are trying to proactively support the most vulnerable members of society, there is a growing expectation that institutions connect to patients on a personal level, and the demand for care to be delivered in non-clinical settings such as homes is heightened.

---

**Virtualising care**

Traditionally, care has been provided when patients present with a problem. There is now a growing expectation that healthcare systems will shift to preventative modes of healthcare, enabled by new technologies that virtualise healthcare and provide early diagnosis and treatment.
Independent research into the future and role of secure digital collaboration

NIIN’S whitepaper reinforces the view that secure collaboration technology will increasingly drive transformation within education and healthcare.

Figure 8: NIIN’s findings about the role of digital collaboration in education and healthcare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Healthcare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration platforms will enable a future where learning is more accessible and the walls around universities are more porous.</td>
<td>Collaboration platforms will enable a future where healthcare services are more customised and there is greater scope for patient-provider interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I think the future of education is more going to be like ‘work’... We will simulate a real hands-on product development and mimicking a real industry, using collaborative platforms to be out there to do workshops and labs.”</td>
<td>“We’re being encouraged to think about configuration of spaces, technology platforms and modes of interaction that can be specifically reconfigured to meet the needs of people with our particular kinds of health needs on an individual level.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Collaboration tools point to a future where the walls around the university are much more porous... deep collaboration starts to blur the lines of organisational boundaries.”</td>
<td>“For young people in some cases one-on-one care is fine, but if you have chronic diseases, serious conditions or aged care, then you usually have a team of people looking after you. Collaborative technologies and virtual care will be able to change that model.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the diffusion of collaboration technology continues to accelerate – and collaboration technology becomes more immersive, intuitive and secure – a number of broad impacts with potential to transform organisations will be realised.

Figure 9: NIIN’s findings about the role of digital collaboration in education and healthcare

- Collaboration will be enabled on a scale previously only available to large organisations
- Access to knowledge and skills will be more available from diverse sources across previously disparate areas of work
- Organisations will have greater potential to shift from vertically integrated structures to horizontally integrated networks, promising new ways of working and solving problems
- Equitable access to work and learning opportunities, including for people with disabilities or in remote locations, will be enhanced
- Organisations will have greater capacity to engage in collaborative innovation both within and across sectors
Advancements in collaboration technology are enabling benefits beyond making team interaction possible across time and space. Collaboration technology is expanding to include features as diverse as social networking, document collaboration, real-time transcription and captioning, and automation – all of which support more productive collaboration and teamwork.

Figure 10: Examples of advancement in digital collaboration technology

### Automation
- Automated scheduling
- End-point workflow integration

### Security
- Data loss prevention
- Privacy protection

### Mobile
- Mobile-friendly video meetings
- 5G integration

### Social Networking
- Chat / Instant Messaging
- Blogs / Wikis
- Discussion boards

### Video
- Large-scale meetings
- Desktop sharing
- Interactive whiteboarding

### AI-Capabilities
- Automated note taking
- Real-time captioning

### Digital Collaboration
- Intelligent class notes
- Live captions for hearing impaired
- Live or playback of classes
- Automatic class launch
- Class attendee count
- High-quality learning experience
- LMS integrations
- Schedule classes from LMS
- Stream classes live

### AI-Capabilities
- Dictate patient action plan
- Captioning for patients
- Streamline training and learning
- Mobile patient engagement
- Remote specialist care
- Monitor space utilisation
- Integrate to EMS
- Schedule using existing calendar services
- Display room safety requirements
- Monitoring of room cleaning
- Categorise conversations for compliance
- Patient data protection
- Data loss prevention

### Video
- Meeting notes and actions
- Customised voice actions per industry
- Engage large audiences via broadcast
- High-quality blended meetings
- Streamline space booking
- Room and way finding
- Directory and calendar integration
- Integrated into productivity tools
- Multi-factor authentication

### Security
- Social distancing
- Communicate expectations with digital signage
- Student privacy and protection
- Secure virtual class templates
- Social distance monitoring in rooms
- Room usage analytics
- Visitor check in
- Secure cross-department collaboration
- Highly secure meetings
- Integrated access using SSO

### Automation
- Room usage analytics
- Visitor check in
- Secure cross-department collaboration
- Highly secure meetings
- Integrated access using SSO
There is also growing expectation for leading tools, such as Cisco Webex to be interoperable and support organisations’ own workflow.

Many organisations now run multiple platforms for digital collaboration to provide users with choice. Interoperability between secure enterprise platforms, such as Webex has been a major focus.

**Deep Dive: Cisco Webex**

The future of digital collaboration technology will involve more blurring of the lines between the physical and virtual worlds. Cisco, for example, has a vision to make the Webex experience 10x better than meeting in person.¹

New features to Webex have recently been introduced, bringing benefits to each sector, including the acquisition of BabbleLabs by Cisco which removes background noise from video calls.

“

““Our goal, at the largest level, is to make sure that the experience you get from Webex is 10x better than what you could have experienced if you were meeting in person... In fact, my contention would be that when you are actually meeting someone in person, that you still want Webex turned on, because it can do things that you might have not otherwise have been able to do as effectively through sitting and talking to them in a complete analogue form.”

— Jeetu Patel, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Security and Business Applications, Cisco

**Figure 11: Recent Webex innovations including enhancements to sound quality experience**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AI-based voice capabilities</strong></th>
<th><strong>Smart meeting room devices</strong></th>
<th><strong>Integrated to other platforms</strong></th>
<th><strong>Compliance and safety</strong></th>
<th><strong>Data security</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhances productivity with new Artificial Intelligence capabilities</td>
<td>Connects with smart room-based endpoints to make interacting with environments seamless</td>
<td>Integrates with other platforms including LMS and EMS systems and Microsoft Teams (e.g. ability to join Webex Meeting from Microsoft Intelligence capabilities).</td>
<td>Enables advanced analytics and applications that support safer work and learning environments</td>
<td>Provides industry leading data protection and secure collaboration capability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. [https://diginomica.com/cisco-webex-chef-make-web-meetings-10x-better](https://diginomica.com/cisco-webex-chef-make-web-meetings-10x-better)
Case study: How Webex “Smart” rooms can bridge safety concerns employees have returning to work

Data shows that the highest risk of contracting COVID-19 is in close physical proximity with an infected person for long periods of time. How can companies mitigate this and accelerate returning to the office in a safe manner?

Webex Rooms provide a range of features that support safe return to the office. When you enter a room, the Webex System will count the number of people and based on what the criteria are for that time, it will notify the users in the room on the screen when there are too many people in the room. If integrated with a workspace management system, it can even provide alternatives that are available as well as show them the safe way of getting to that room.

Webex Room also has a range of integrations that can alert people to leave the room when the carbon dioxide levels exceed prescribed limits and adjust the amount of air volume and percentage of fresh air based on the number of people in the room. Aside from allowing for a safer air environment, this allows reduced energy consumption.

Case study: How Cisco and Microsoft have come together to deliver a better user experience

Cisco and Microsoft have partnered to enable Cisco’s Webex Video devices to connect to the Microsoft Teams meeting services in multiple ways. The point at which MS Teams and Webex are integrated depends on the organisation’s specific objectives, legacy technology and cost.

Many organisations opt to use the basic functionality available in MS Office 365 and internal MS Team meetings (which are generally free as part of standard licenses) but integrate with Webex for more advanced functionality which isn’t included in the standard MS suite.

For example, Cisco and Microsoft have enabled a direct guest join capability from one another’s video conferencing device. A guest can join a Microsoft Teams meeting from a Webex Room Device and join a Cisco Webex Meeting from a Microsoft Teams room. These different points of integrations enable customers in multivendor environments to achieve frictionless collaboration across multiple vendors while optimising costs.
## Digital Collaboration Case Studies

These innovations are already being leveraged within government, education and health

![Figure 12: Case study on education](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecting teachers and school staff. The Victorian Government deployed Cisco Webex solutions to every school in Victoria - making it easy for teachers and school staff to meet virtually wherever they are.</td>
<td>Improved access to education for Victoria’s most remote communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing the learning experience. Learning was no longer limited to the four walls of a classroom. Teachers could deliver impactful digital learning experiences from virtual field trips to remote classes – complete with lesson recording and transcription to support flexible learning.</td>
<td>Created new and interactive learning experiences that enhanced student engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing complexity of IT management. By choosing a single, robust and scalable platform for collaboration, the education department was able to simplify ongoing IT management at a state-wide level.</td>
<td>Provided the education department with confidence that student data would remain secure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Victorian Department of Education and Training**

**Enabling collaboration at scale**

- **1,600 schools**
- **44,000 teaching staff**
- **620,000 students**
NIIN's research identified imperatives for organisations when implementing collaboration platforms. Organisations need to clarify collaboration goals, manage change and customise platforms for individuals, teams and workflows. The technology itself needs to be scalable, resilient and secure. A few collaboration platforms—particularly those that are consumer-focused—have been exposed from a security perspective. Considering the potential risks of a data breach to reputation, trust and sensitive data security has now become critical to collaboration implementation.

**Figure 13: Non-negotiable elements of collaboration technology**

**Scalability**
Able to expand or contract with changes in demand and support for high number of simultaneous collaborators

**Simplicity**
Designed to involve minimal learning curve and enable meetings to be set up and attended quickly

**Security**
Data is encrypted end-to-end and administrators have access to compliance visibility and control tools to ensure - the privacy and security of users and their content

**Interoperable with other platforms and endpoints**
Integrated into industry-leading apps and hardware end-points to enable users to seamlessly share data across apps and keep their keep current workflows

**Immersive experience**
Connects to collaboration specific hardware including telepresence, touch screens, HD video, speaker tracking and interactive whiteboards

**Institution owns content**
Data sovereignty is protected and not owned by third parties (as is the case with some third party consumer collaboration platforms)
Decisions about the eventual blueprint design should be informed by the user view, whether that be a student, staff member, researcher or potentially visitor / industry partner. Typically, this process involves six steps:

1. Nomination of different user types.
2. Identification of different journeys for those users.
3. Assessment of current productivity levels.
4. The degree and source of friction in their interactions.
5. Understanding key touchpoints.
6. Assessing the business impact including cost of those points of friction for different users.
Users are typically presented as ‘personas’ which allows an evidence-based - and generally quantitative - approach to be taken.

The table below identifies a range of typical personas within an organisation and maps how their collaboration profiles are vastly different. The strategy and prioritisation of investment will be driven by the priority of these personas and the relative inefficiency of individual journeys taken by those users.
Potential collaboration blueprint design

While the collaboration strategy is critical, most organisations are realising that the first step in the digitisation of any process or experience starts with a platform of underlaying secure infrastructure. That infrastructure is increasingly cloud-based and includes a mix of wireless and fixed access technologies. Integration between Wi-Fi 6 and 5G is beginning to occur and organisations are increasingly focused on understanding the role 5G will play as it’s rolled out.

The underlying platform creates opportunities for innovation at the application layer, including integration with a range of third-party applications. For collaboration technology, those integrations are commonly with learning management systems (education) and electronic medical record platforms (health). For example, in the case of Webex, Cisco and Microsoft have partnered to enable frictionless integration, allowing guests to join a Microsoft Teams meeting from a Webex Room device and vice versa.

While technology is critical, so are the wraparound management and integration services required to ensure collaboration technology is embedded in an organisation’s environment. Optus, as an example, offers Smart Classroom services that include the connection and securing of specialist room-based technology such as Webex Boards, microphones and screens.

Figure 14: Example of a typical collaboration blueprint design for higher education
How to progress the discussion

Cisco and Optus are keen to partner with institutions and systems in healthcare and education to map the collaboration journey. This could take a number of forms but in general includes:

- Mapping health and education outcomes and how success will be measured.
- Identifying personas and journeys, and understanding where inefficiencies exist.
- Articulating technology non-negotiables including interoperability and security.
- Developing a collaboration strategy that meets operational and technical objectives.
- Maximising adoption and facilitating change management.

To start the conversation, contact your Cisco or Optus Account Manager.
To learn more about us, contact your Optus Account Manager or call Optus Enterprise on 1800 555 937.
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